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VIENNA'S musical aspect is determined by a small group ofartists, united by social as well as artistic ties. Faith in
their friendship is as strong as a be!ief in their common task. The
reciprocal dedications of works, the reverence in which the ma
ture artists, Berg and Webern have held Schonberg, the master,
are signs of an altogether unique relationship.

Schonberg represents the bridge to Gustav Mahler. ln 1913
he professed this simple conviction: "1 believe firmly and ir
revocably that Mahler was one of the greatest men and artists."
ln Vien na today the memory of Mahler is preserved with almost
fanatical devotion by a small number of intellectuals. They feel
his spirit lives in the works of the present and believe a sincere
gratitude is due him for a boundless artistry and spirituality on
which others may build further. Thus Mahler and the Schon
berg group form a unit y of masters, each professing to be but a
humble and grateful pupil.

To review the Lieder of this group is to touch the center of
their artistic creation and describe a medium through which they
discover new fields of style. From Mahler's first symphony
through Schonberg's works, up to Alban Berg's last, the Violin
Concerto} it can be seen that song is cherished as a special, self
sufficient organism with instrumental appanages to make its sym
bolistic power c1ear.

Schubert, the ancestor of the Viennese school, made the song
a mode! for the musical structure of his instrumental works. Ta
Mahler it was rather the symbol of a definite feeling towards
nature and life. ln contrast to his important contemporary, Hugo
Wolf, Mahler's composition tends toward the folksong. His in
tention was to conceal spiritual truths behind a familiar aspect,
a realistic facade, and so produce an unexpected and startling
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revelation. He knew how to bare the abyss that lies beneath the
apparently harmless surface of folksongs. He pursued, as we
might formulate it, the miracle of contradictions which is the law
of all great collective art creations-the silent, embittered strug
gle between inflexible, external symbols and the naked, vital emo
tions of the sou1. He dared to write simply as well as convention
ally (even in the Lied von der Erd e) , preserving the stanza form
and interspersing the accompaniment with thirds and sixths. But
since he was only greatly gifted and not a "natural force" like
Schubert, he could not conceal his tendencies in the final product.
They remain "songs in folk-style." They are too intellectual to
become folksongs.

Mahler's texts themselves reveal the path by which he pro
gressed. He starts with songs from Des Knaben Wunderhorn,
and his own poems in the same style, and in 1900-1901 reaches a
climax with declamations on Rückert's poems, especially in the
songs about children dying, which he interprets in a fashion sim
ilar to that of Wolf with Morike, and Debussy with Verlaine.
What frightful experiences has Rückert embodied in these verses!
What a gruesome negation of Hfe, transforming the flourishing
body and cheerful soul into a rotten material. The words of this
poetry are unadorned, the pain in them is lifeless and still. Mahler
uses all the sweetness of his music to objectivize on a super
personal plane the ghostliness of recollection in contrast to sen
sory reality.

One of the few who faithfully follow Mahler is Alexander
Zemlinsky, brother-in-law and teacher of Schonberg. The song
Sie kam zum Schloss gegan.qen, from the cycle published in 1914
on texts by Maeterlinck, is constructed with a Mahler-like har
mony, melody and atmosphere, and is related to songs like
Tambourg' sel! and Wer hat dies Liedlein erdacht.

Schonberg himself has chosen quite different roads. ln his
speech about Mahler (1913) he expressed himself admirably
on the Ninth Symphony: "It conveys an almost passionless
embodiment of beauty perceptible only by those who can re
nounce animal warmth and feel at home in the coolness of the

spirit." It is thus apparent that he was more influenced by Mah
ler's general ascetic attitude and, by the increasingly transparent
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diction of his instrumental works, than by Mahler's folksong
style. Mahler too realized the implications for form inherent
in his attitude
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but apparently later, and certainly not to such a revolutionary
degree as Schonberg in his George-cycle, Das Buc h der hangend en
Car/en, 1908.
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What Mahler felt and only indicated is bold1y developed to the
furthest limits by Schonberg; he has abandoned the body in favor
of the spirit.
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Song plays an essential part in Schonberg's compositions both
as a self-sufficient form accompanied by piano, orchestra or single
instruments, and as a complete unit within the frame of chamber
music. With its aid Schonberg has refined and simplified diction
and atmosphere in the highest degree and has thus freed his en
ergies for new problems. ln his early period of composition, the
musical settings of words outnumbered instrumental works, but
the order is reversed after he established his twelve-tone theory
with Opus 23. After his early songs, with their labored, flowing
melodics and opaque, complicated harmony, songs, as Berg cal1s
them in the sense (of the form, we may add) of Schubert,
Schumann or Mahler, Schonberg found the poet who had
achieved in words what he as a musician stil1 sought. ln the
poli shed verses of Stefan George there was the same attitude of
esoteric foreboding, the aristocratie aloofness of concept and
speech.

George wil1 probably continue to be the preferred poet of the
Viennese school. Associated with him are poets of the same dig
nity, Mombert, Rilke, Holderlin.

With characteristic logic Schonberg dedicated himself to
George's poetic art to such a degree that he practical1y side
tracked al1 purely musical elements in order to realize the verbal
content. He renounced form and firmly fol1owed the course of
the poem. He changed the melody into an immaterial singing,
or rather into a sort of melodical1y intensified declamation. He
lightened the corporeal harmony, and with unadorned, intri
cately stratified chords attained a fixed ecstasy unknown to earlier
music. (See example, page 138)

True to his "inner compulsion" "which is stronger
than education" as he proclaimed in the program of a con
cert in 1910, he fol1owed his inexorable course. ln Opus 20,
HerzgewachseJ based on a poem by,Maeterlinck, and scored
for celesta, harmonium, harp and soprano (with a range of three
octaves!) the music is hardly more than an aphorism. Melody and
rhythm are spasmodic, as bizarre and unhealthy as the visions
of the text. This composition appeared in the col1ection, The
Blue KnightJ 1912, which also contained an essay entitled Anarchy
in Music with its significant pronouncement "External laws do
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not exist. Anything is permitted against which the inner voice
does not protest."

ln his highly informative article, The Relation to the T ext
(reprinted in part in the commemorative publication for his six
tieth birthday) Schonberg says "Those who ask about the text,
the earthy matter, soon have nothing left to ask about" and fur
ther "ln many of my songs, enchanted by the sound of the first
words, l have written on to the end, not concerning myself in the
slightest about the further course of events in the poem, even, in
the frenzy of composing, not grasping them in the slightest ....
Thus l have been able completely to assimilate Stefan George's
poems entirely through their sonority."

Now it is only a step to Pierrot Lunaire, Opus 20, for which
Schonberg wrote "Melodramen" on the title page. The singing
is transformed into a rhythmized speech, which must maintain
prescribed pitches. It is an infinitesimally modeled recitative,
with such extreme directions as "tonelessly whispered" in one
place, appropriate to the inflated and defeatist poetry of Giraud.
Pierrot Lunaire is the end of a road which Schonberg unerringly
pursued, stimulated on the one hand by Mahler's intellectuality
but tied on the other to the decadent form introduced to Germany
by Wagner with the song ln the H othouse. The germs of the new
style are apparent in the more strongly accented embroidery of
rhythm and the purely musical principles of canon, imitation,
basso ostinato.

At aIl events, with this work, Schonberg reached the high
point of his development as a revolutionary composer of songs,
àestroying a musical diction that was more than four hundred
years old. What foIlows, Opus 20 (poems by Rilke and Dowson)
and Opus 24, chamber-music, with a song on a text by Petrarch
as the fourth movement, brings tranquiIlity and clarification. The
melody graduaIly gains in plasticity and cantabile.

Anton von Webern's songs foIlow the path of his master. The
only mark of further development is that Webern tries to make the
Schonberg style more difficult than it already is. As Hans Mers
mann has said in Die Tonspraehe der Neuen Musik "no follower
can go further." Apparently the composer himself now realizes
that his path grows narrower at every step, and that a complete
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haIt, if not an about-face, is necessary.
A far more self-sufficient personality, and, if we are not mis

taken, the most gifted of the Vienna group was Alban Berg. He
owed a determining direction to Schonberg. But even in the songs
on transcendantal poems by Mombert, he yielded to their influ
enceswithout losing individuality. His diction, despite aUlight
cning and reshifting of elements, remains clear and plastic. He al
ways preserves the inner aspect of the text and never exploits it
as "material" for a super-individual interpretation. He is' the
only one in the Schonberg circle who possesses gaiety. Even in
his early songs, contemplativeness and humor are developed in a
genuine lyricism. He stems from Schumann, Strauss and Wolf,
but from the very beginning he has been freer and healthier than
the oversubtilized and discontented Schonberg. The melodies
of his songs are delicately curved and soar in powerful balance.

What chiefly marked him off from the group to which he remains
allied despite aU his individual traits, was undogmatic attitude.
ln his opera, W ozzeck he employed every kind of vocal expres
sion, from extensive, difficult leaps (such as appeared in Schon
berg's early works), and rhythmized speech of high pitch (as in
Pierrot Lunaire), to ordinary speech, and folk me1odies.

Though Berg also dedicated a large part of his composition to
the intoning of text, he did not abandon the solo song style which,
as a frame for intimate feeling, has become almost a sign manual
of the Viennese school. Without any apparent qualms of con
science,he wrote a real aria, Der Wein (text by Baudelaire, trans
lated by George) and, by the most simple melodic steps, con
nected himself with the pasto
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How far he advanced from his early works, is revealed by the
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Lied der Lu/u, which occurs in the midst of the dramatic web of
that opera. Despite the complicated, psychologie text, completely
exploited by the intricate harmonie accompaniment which (as
in W ozzeck) supports the singer more and more rhythmically,
the plastic quality of the music is preserved.

Contemporary Viennese song production is not however corn
pletely encompassed in the music of these three figures. Let us
toueh on the work of two others. Josef Matthias Hauer, a school
teacher who arrived at the development of a twelve-tone theory,
simultaneously with Schonberg, writes songs on texts by Aeschy
lus, Sophocles (both in German translation) and above aIl, by
Holderlin. His texts may be similar ta those used by the Schon
berg circle, but his music is far more primitive, almost dilettant
ish. He makes the stylized singing progress syllabically in equal
eighths, the accent maintained by a changing two and three
measure beat, as for example:
"Gehn dir im/Damer-/licht- e/wenn in der/Som-mer-/nacht"
etc. The melody is conventional and the piano accompaniment
is characterized by a parallel movement of triads, with and with
out thirds and sevenths.

Ernst Krenek, who ranks next to Berg in Austria today, in his
delightful Reisebuch aus dem Osterreichischen A/pen, Opus 62
( 1929) has proclaimed a belief in a new age which leaves the
ideas of the Schonberg circle far behind. Stimulated by the ironie
humor of Erich Kastner, he wrote the excellent text himself. His
healthy music contains no philosophizing, its folk character is
touched with light satire.

The Lied of the modern Viennese school, which occupies the
central portion of this analysis, is a creation of Vienna of 1910
whose spiritual atmosphere was determined by figures like Hugo
von Hoffmansthal, Arthur Schnitzler, Peter Altenberg, Sieg
mund Freud, and others. Alban Berg is one of the few who,
earrying the vital heritage of a Schubert and Johann Strauss,
roots himself equally in their past and this present.


